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SECURITY EVALUATION AND ENCRYPTION
EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF RC4 STREAM CIPHER
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The trend toward converged networks where voice,IP,video and wireless are combined over the same network infrastructure
offers significant - and highly attractive - benefits.But this union introduces new vulnerabilities and new opportunities to
break into the network and so we need converged security.In this paper we investigate the possibility of using RC4 as a
stream key generator for converged network applications.The RC4 was statistically tested against wide range of tests for
inspecting the validity of the encryption,and it’s mathematically measured for encryption efficiency.All the consequent proves
that RC4with suitable key length is highly secure and efficient enough to be used within the converged network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The term converged network or NGN (Next Genera-

tion Networks) relates to the integration of voice (fixed

or wireless),data and video services into a single packet

network.

The converged network requires converged security
that integrates, enhances supplements and expands tra-

ditional data security techniques and policies to provide

protection for converged communications. As Cryptogra-

phy is probably the most important aspect of communi-

cation security and is becoming increasingly important as

a basic building block for computer security in general [1].

Encryption if not implemented correctly, can do the po-

tential to delay voice (or video) packets and adversely af-

fect the performance of VoIP on the converged network,
especially if there are multiple encryption points. The

overhead of the encryption should have little impact on

the performance of converged networks, as those real time

packets like VoIP packets are more sensitive to delay than

data packets. Hence if we utilized the traditional encryp-

tion techniques used within the data network like block

ciphers, the voice quality will be degraded because of the

resulting delay. From the prospective of converged secu-

rity, we can minimize the risk to voice quality even more
by employing streaming ciphers instead of using block

ciphers that is used with data encryption mechanisms,

as stream ciphers are almost always faster and use far

less code than do block ciphers [2]. The example in this

section, RC4, can be implemented in just a few lines of

the code that fits our converged network real time traffic

applications.

2 RC4 STREAM CIPHER

The RC4 is the most widely used stream cipher. It
is part of the SSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer/Transport
Layer Security) standards that have been defined for com-
munication between web browsers and server’s .It is used
in the WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) protocol that is a
part of the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard [2]. RC4 is
a variable size stream cipher developed by Ron Rivest for
RSA Data Security, Inc. it is used also in other applica-
tions as Lotus Notes, Apple computers’ AOCE and Oracle
secures SQL. The IEEE 820.11i uses the Temporal Key
Integrity Protocol (TLIP) and the Advanced Encryption
Standards (AES), TKIP uses the RC4 stream cipher as
the encryption and decryption algorithm, and therefore
all involved parties must share the same secret key [3]. A
number of papers have been published analyzing methods
of attacking RC4 (eg [4–7]). None of these approaches is
practical against RC4 with a reasonable key length, such
as 128 bits. A more serious problem is reported in [8]. The
authors demonstrate that the WEP protocol, intended to
provide confidentiality on 802.11 wireless LAN networks,
is vulnerable to a particular attack approach. In essence,
the problem is not with RC4 itself but the way in which
keys are generated for use as input to RC4. This par-
ticular problem does not appear to be relevant to other
applications using RC4 and can be remedied in WEP by
changing the way in which keys are generated. This prob-
lem points out the difficulty in designing a secure system
that involves both cryptographic functions and protocols
that make use of them [3]. In our paper we will use the
statistical tests and mathematical measurements to prove
that RC4 is secure and random enough to be used within
the converged network.
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The RC4, like any other stream cipher, depends on the
strength of its key stream. This in turns depends on the
degree of randomness of its pseudo random bit genera-
tor. The output of such generator needs to meet stronger
requirements than other applications. In particular, their
output must be unpredictable in the absence of knowl-
edge of the inputs. If the key (seed) is unknown, the next
output number in the sequence should be unpredictable
in spite of any knowledge of previous random numbers
in the sequence. This property is known as forward un-
predictability. In addition it should also not be feasible to
determine the key (seed) from knowledge of any generated
values (ie backward unpredictability is also required). No
correlation between a seed and any value generated from
that seed should be evident; each element of the sequence
should appear to be the outcome of an independent ran-
dom event whose probability is 1/2.

3 RC4 SECURITY ANALYSIS

Suitable metrics are needed to investigate the degree of
randomness and encryption quality for binary sequences
produced by RC4, statistical testing and mathematical
measurements. These will be used to gather evidence
whose output sequences are truly random and have a
high encryption quality, and can be used safely in the
converged network applications. There are many statisti-
cal test suites that can be used in analyzing the output
sequence of RC4, we will take a sample output sequence
of the RC4’s stream key generator (after XOR with plain
text) and conduct various statistical tests. Each statis-
tical test determines whether the sequence possesses a
certain attribute that a truly random sequence would be
likely to exhibit, in our first paper [9]. We evaluated the
randomness properties of RC4 resulted sequences using
NIST statistical test suite [10] and RC4 passed all the
16 tests with high values, and so this paper will go fur-
ther for analyzing the encryption quality and the security
features for the RC4 encrypted files using mathematical
measurement and security evaluation tools.

3.1 Calculating the entropy of RC4 sequence

The entropy of a file is an index of its information
contents [11]. It is measured in bits per character, the
information content of a message M [i] is defined by

M [i] := log(1/p[i]) = − log(p[i])

where p[i] is the probability, that the message M [i] is
transmitted by the message source and log denotes the
logarithms to base 2. This means that the information
content depends exclusively on the probability distribu-
tion with which the source generates the message .The
semantic content of the message does not enter into the
calculation. The information content of two messages cho-
sen independently of one another equals the sum of the
information content of the individual messages, with the
aid of the information content of the individual messages,

the average amount of information which a source with a
specified distribution delivers can be calculated as the in-
dividual messages will be weighted according to the prob-
abilities of their occurrence.

Entropy(p[1], p[2], . . . , p[r]) :=

− [p[1]∗ log(p[1]) + p[2] log(p[2]) + · · ·+ p[r] log(p[r])] .

The entropy of a source thus indicates its characteristic
distribution for documents which contains every charac-
ter of the character set (0 to 255) the entropy lies between
0bit/char (in a document which consists of only one char-
acter) and log(256) bit/char (in a document in which all
256 characters occur equally often) [9].

Test Result

The entropy of the RC4 sequence was founded to be
7.99 out of 8 which means that every character can be
founded in our output sequences.In other words,RC4 gen-
erator output has a very high information content which
indicates high security.

3.2 Floating Frequency Analysis

The floating frequency of a document is a characteris-
tic of its local information content at individual points in
the document.The floating frequency specifies how many
different characters are to be found in any given 64-
character long segment of the document [11].
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Fig. 1. Floating Frequency Analysis for Rc4 Sequences

Distribution of character frequency

The function considers sequences of text in the active
window that are 64 characters long and counts how many
different characters are found in this “window”.The “win-
dow” is then shifted one character to the right and the
calculation is repeated.This procedure results in a sum-
mary of the document in which it is possible to identify
the places with high and low information density. A se-
quence of length n > 64 bytes has n-63 such index num-
bers in its characteristics.
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Fig. 2. Histogram Analysis of the RC4
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Fig. 3. Original File Autocorrelation Analysis
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Fig. 4. The RC4 Encrypted File Autocorrelation Analysis

Depending on the structure and content of the data in
the active window,different profiles are produced [9]:

• In images (bmp files) values obtained usually lie be-

tween 5 and 20.

• With text one can expect the values to fluctuate be-

tween 18 and 30.

• Executable programs have values between 30 and 40

in their actual program sections,(in the data section
they fluctuate around 20).

• Compressed files,encrypted data and keys themselves

have values just below the maximum value of 64.

As can be shown from Fig. 1, the structure of the

RC4 sequences follows the profile expected from a truly
random and secured sequence, and the location of the key

cannot be specified away from the whole sequence.

3.3 Histogram Analysis

In statistics, a histogram is a graphical display of tab-

ulated frequencies shown as bars. It shows what propor-

tion of cases fall into each of several categories.It is a

form of data binning.The categories are usually specified

as non-overlapping intervals of some variable. The cate-

gories (bars) must be adjacent. The intervals (or bands,

or bins) are generally of the same size, and are most easily

interpreted if they are [12].

The histogram of a document expresses the frequency

distribution of the characters in a document by graphical

form in a corresponding window.The x-axis of the his-

togram contains all the characters in the character set:

In a text window the character set contains the letters

of the alphabet selected in Text Options,while in a win-

dow for hexadecimal inputs and outputs the character set

contains the numbers 0 to 255 (see ASCII Table). The fre-

quency of each character is shown (as a percentage) on

the vertical axis.

From Fig. 2 we can see that the histogram of the

RC4 encrypted file is fairly uniform and is significantly

different from the graph expected from unencrypted file.

Consequently no information can be deduced from it.

3.4 Autocorrelation Analysis

The autocorrelation of a random process describes

the correlation between values of the process at different

points in time, as a function of the two times or of the time

difference [14]. The autocorrelation of a sequence is an in-

dex of the similarity of different sections of the sequence.

It is sometimes possible to work out the key length of an

encrypted file from its auto correlation.The purpose of

this empirical test of independence is to check correlation

between succeeding outcomes of the pseudorandom num-

ber generator and/or between the binary sequence S and

version of S that has been displaced by t positions [13].In

other words the autocorrelation function C(t) measures

the similarity of sequence (S[i]) = S[1]S[2] . . . to se-

quence (S[i + t]) = S[t + 1]S[t + 2] . . . which is shifted

by t places.A sequence of length n is examined and the

following parameters are defined

A(t) := the number of sequences (S[i]) and (S[i+ t]) in

the segment under consideration which agree.

D(t) := the number of sequences (S[i]) and (S[i+ t]) in

the segment under consideration which do not agree.

The autocorrelation function C(t) = (A(t) −D(t))/n .

Figure 3 illustrates the autocorrelation analysis of a

video file called “Nasheed El Arkam” with 18 MB size,

from which we can see that there are a high correlation

in the sequence at some shift value, while Fig. 4 illustrates

that after encrypting this file using RC4 algorithm, there

is no correlation at all, which in turns means good statis-

tical properties for the RC4 resulted sequence.
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Fig. 5. Plain image space visualization Fig. 6. Encrypted Image Space Visualization

Table 1. Complexity analysis for RC4 algorithm

Sequence Length Number of LFSRs
531k 271875
1.410M 721811
2.417M 1237503

Table 2. Encryption quality (efficiency) of RC4 stream cipher

File type
Image (.jpg) Document (.xls) Audio (.mp3) Video (.flv)

742.7 784 4934 60780.6445

Table 3. Encryption quality of RC4 ,RC5 and RC6 for Lena image

secret
algorithm typekey length

128bit
RC4 RC5 RC6

7197.476 724.469 722.141

3.5 Random number visualization analysis

Structures in random number sequences can also be

visualized graphically.CrypTool [13] implements an al-

gorithm that is called phase space visualization which

was first implemented by Dan Kaminsky of DoxPara in

his program Phentropy (Part of the Paketto Keiretsu

Toolkit).

Figure 5 shows the space visualization of plain image

from which we can recognize characteristic patterns which

can indicate the inner structure of the input data.While

Fig. 6 which represents the space visualizing of the RC4

stream for the same image,thus we can see its visual-

ization as a uniform fog-like filling which indicates true

randomness.

3.6 Complexity Analysis

In this section,we will use the Berlekamp-Massey al-
gorithm to find the shortest linear feedback shift register
(LFSR) for a given RC4 sequence. Equivalently, it is an
algorithm for finding the minimal polynomial of a linearly
recurrent sequence [16].

The algorithm

1.Let s0, s1, s2, . . . , sn be the bits of the stream.
2.Initialize three arrays b, c and t each of length n

to be zeroes, except b0 ← 1, c0 ← 1;
assign N ← 0, L← 0, m← 1.

3.While N is less than n:
◦ Let d be sN + c1sN−1 + c2sN−2 · · ·+ cLsN−L

◦ If d is zero, then c is already a polynomial
which annihilates the portion of the stream from
N − L to N ; increases N by 1 and continue.
◦ If d is 1, then
� Let t be a copy of c .
� Set CN−m ← CN−m XOR b0 ,
CN−m+1 ← CN−m+1 XOR b1
. . . up to Cn−1 ← Cn−1 XOR bn−N+m−1

� If L ≤ N

2
,set L← N + 1− L , set m← N , and

let b← t ; otherwise leave L , m and b alone.
� Increment N and continue.

At the end of the algorithm, L is the length of the
minimal LFSR for the stream,and we have

CLsa + cL−1sa+1 + cL−2sa+2 + · · · = 0 for all a [14].

The results obtaining after implementing this algorithm
are in Tab. 1.

4 ENCRYPTION QUALITY MEASUREMENT

OF RC4 STREAM CIPHER

There is a need to develop mathematical measure to
evaluate the degree of encryption quantity which we call
the encryption quality [17]. We will evaluate RC4 encryp-
tion quality as a function of secret key length. A measure
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of encryption quality may be expressed as the deviation
between the original and encrypted files, for example the
quality of image encryption [18] may be determined as
follows.

Let F and F ′ denote the original image(plain im-
age) and the encrypted image (cipher image) respectively
(each of size M ∗ N pixels with L grey levels), and
F (x, y),F ′(x, y) ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1} are the grey levels of
the images F and F ′ at position (x, y) (0 ≤ x ≤ M − 1,
0 ≤ y ≤ N − 1). Let HL(F ) denote the number of occur-
rences of each grey level L in the original image (plain
image) F . Similarly, HL(F

′) denotes the number of oc-
currences of each grey level L in the encrypted image
(cipher image) F ′ . The encryption quality represents the
average number of changes to each grey level L and is
expressed mathematically as

Encryption Quality =
1

256

255∑

L=0

|HL(F
′)−HL(F )| .

With the application of encryption to an image,a
change takes place in pixels values as compared to those
values before encryption. The higher the change in pix-
els values,the more effective will be the image encryption
and hence the encryption quality. Table 2 illustrates the
high values resulted from encryption quality analysis for
RC4 which indicated its high quality.

To evaluate the encryption quality of the RC4 by com-
paring it to other know block ciphers, we take the image
of lena.bmp size 512× 512 and compared the encryption
quality obtained from RC4 with those given from the RC5
and RC6 block ciphers[18]. The results listed on Tab. 3.
This illustrates the high quality of encryption obtained
from RC4 compared with other ciphers.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a successful efficient implemen-
tation of RC4 stream cipher for converged networks real
time communications; providing its testing, verification,
security evaluation and encryption efficiency. After eval-
uating and testing processes for RC4, it can be concluded
that RC4 is a very secure and efficient stream cipher that
can be used to secure the converged networks.
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